Counties are leading the way on climate and we need your help. Join the County Climate Coalition today.

Communities from coast to coast and everywhere in between are facing devastating storms, terrible wildfires, dangerous floods, melting glaciers, and rising seas that are becoming regular facts of life.

**It is more critical than ever that we face reality and get working on solutions together, and local governments are already leading the way.**

Counties, cities, and states are showing that they can make a big difference. The majority of Americans **know that climate change is real**, and there is growing understanding that support for solutions means support for a better economy with clean jobs, and a future that is safer and healthier for our families.

Counties that join the coalition sign on to a resolution urging the federal government to adhere to its greenhouse gas emissions reduction commitments made under the Paris Agreement – and commit to taking actions of their own.

Counties who join the County Climate Coalition agree to continue working toward the United States’ commitment under the Paris Agreement through their own results-oriented strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Strategies can include:

- Renewable energy development
- Alternative community energy providers
- Enhanced waste diversion
- Environmentally friendly vehicles
- Reduction of water usage
- Other local solutions

Counties in the County Climate Coalition commit to efforts to fight the climate crisis while ensuring a cleaner, safer, and more sustainable future for our families and our planet.

Get involved and join a growing list of counties nationwide in fighting the climate crisis by formally joining the County Climate Coalition. Take local climate action alongside other counties to collectively uphold a global agreement. Visit the [County Climate Coalition website](http://www.countyclimatecoalition.org) for more information and to formally join.